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Release Notes 
Macintosh driver version 1.2.1-18 

 

1. New Features 
a. The following new features were implemented in this release of the driver. 

 

New Feature Summary Feature ID 

Supports all devices in the Xencelabs Pen Tablet Medium Bundle SE, 

including Pen Tablet Medium, 3 Button Pen, Thin Pen, and Quick 

Keys. 

153 

Added ability to share Quick Keys settings by application. 33 

Added ability to upgrade firmware utilities online. 62 

Added ability to add notes to Apps. 38 

New wireless pairing flow. 113 

Added Pen Tilt sensitivity control. 82 

Add two diagnostic tools to the Diagnostics. 105 

Added ability to load in settings files from older driver versions. 84 

Added 6 new international keyboard layouts in the setup wizard to 

validate the preset shortcuts. 

57 

Added setup instructions in the Mac installer. 78 

Removed the screen recording prompt for Privacy and Security 

settings. 

89 
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2. Defect Fixes 
a. The following defects were the main defects reported by customers and were fixed 

in this release of the driver. 

 

 

  

Defect Summary Defect ID 

Cannot open the driver settings program with WiFi or VPN 

connected. 

2077 

Setup wizard does not open after finishing the installation process. 2213 

Some preset shortcuts do not work with any international keyboard 

layouts other than the Qwerty layout (English keyboard layout). 

2227 

Hook issues when drawing lines quickly in Clip Studio Painter App. 2076 

When a Quick Keys is disconnected from the system after the system 

goes into a deep sleep, the only way to wake the Quick Keys is by 

waking the system and activating the driver instead of just waking 

the system. 

1375 

When in portion mapping mode, if using a pen to go along the edge 

of the mapping area on a tablet, the pen cursor can get stuck at the 

edge of the mapping area of the screen. 

2000 

Pen cursor does not always reach the bottom of the screen. 1840 

Unable to set volume adjustment settings (F11,F12) as a shortcut. 1901 

Shift key does not work in Photoshop App. 1822 

Issues in  Zbrush App: 

1. Control + Option + Left click shortcut does not work with pen 

hovering function.  

2. Pan and Zoom function does not work (Right click+ Drag). 

3. Mask function does not work (When use with Space Key). 

1805 

Modifiers are not released after being pressed in Illustrator App and 

Topaz Mask AI App. 

2135 

Right-click + drag does not work in Maya App. 2245 

The Zoom in function (Option Key + Right-click drag)  does not work 

in Maya App. 

2211 
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3. Known Issues 
a. The following are known issues in the driver and workaround if one exists.   

 

Known Issue Summary Workaround (if one exists) Defect ID 

Unable to select a gradient color from 
the gradient properties panel in Adobe 
Illustrator App. 

1. Select with a double-
click in the gradient 
properties panel. 

 
2. Select with a single-

click in the horizontal 
control panel. 

2282 

Unable to deselect a layer in Adobe 
Illustrator App. 

N/A 2282 

Precise mode not working. N/A 2277 

Mouse wheel function not working. N/A 2276 

 


